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DuStin ZDAn
Superintendent,

Connaught Golf ClubmessAGePresident’s

It’s hard to believe September is here and summer is over, 
wow did it go fast! I think as we get older time moves 

even quicker, let’s hope it slows down a bit so we can enjoy 
a warm and extended fall. It was a very busy last month for 
AGSA events. once again the Challenge Cup was a great two 
days away, thanks to Keith and Barb and the committee for 
planning a great event. The courses were in top shape again 
thanks to marc lilly and his team at the two courses. The 
winning team this year was lynx ridge and Superintendent 
Shawn marjoram, our Superintendent Winner was randy 
Plomp from Inglewood G&CC, congratulations guys. We 
had quite a few teams that were making their first trip to 
the Copper Point resort and once again it was very well 
received. We look forward to returning next year. 

The AGSA Championship was the most recent event at 
the Edmonton Petroleum Golf & Country Club. Keith and 
his staff had the place in immaculate shape, and despite 
the chilling morning conditions it turned out to be a great 
day. As often is the case, the Championship came down to 
a playoff between Connor Winslow and Justin Jones, with 
Justin winning on the first playoff hole. our Net Champion 
was Terry Shinkewski, and both have earned the trip to the 
CGSA Fall Field Day at muskoka lakes in ontario. Barb and 
I are looking forward to hosting the guys as we head east 
to ontario cottage country. 

At our Championship I gave everyone a quick update 
on where the olds Turf Program is regarding applicants 
for the new program. Things have been moving along fine 
with 20 applicants now accepted, but a push is on to fill it 
as soon as possible and hopefully create a waiting list. I 
was lucky enough to have Dave moroz stop in to see me 
on his way to Saskatchewan on a recruitment trip, and 
we discussed some initiatives to help spread the word to 
the golf courses and get the program full. You will see an 
insert in this issue of “A Touch of Green” with their new 
program outlined. We will also be putting a link on our 
website to help create awareness of the program. Further 
to that, at our fall meeting we will have Dave, Ian morrow 
and Jason Pick all there as our guest speakers to talk about 
the commitment the golf clubs will need to make if they 
are a host site for students The one key point that they 
continue to stress is the program will only be as strong 
as its support from industry. I know the AGSA is strongly 
behind the program and hope all our golf course partners 
will join us in that support. 

As we get into fall, the end of the season approaches 
quickly, so I want to wish everyone a great end to the 
season. It seems crazy now but the Property manager’s 
Conference is next in line for our events and John and his 
committee have assembled a great program for Canmore. I 
look forward to seeing everyone there! 
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Brad Smith - Technical Representative

Northern Alberta

Cell: (587) 985-1126   Email: brad@keso.ca

Kelly Watkins - Senior Technical Representative

Central & Southern Alberta 

Cell: (403) 860-9299   Email: kelly@keso.ca

Dave Robbins - Senior Technical Representative

Southern Alberta
Cell: (403) 803-9748   Email: dave@keso.ca

www.kesoturfsupplies.com

Working Together Getting Results
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Since the arrival of our new research Scientist, Katie 
Dodson, we have initiated a study to mimic ‘real world’ 

conditions as to how quickly anoxia occurs under an 
impermeable cover, whether it is ice or a winter cover.

Since the announcement of the Natural Sciences and 
Engineering research Council (NSErC) grant in early march 
we have been working to establish studies that were approved 
within this research grant. Some of these studies are best 
conducted in a laboratory setting so that we can precisely 
control the environment and hone in on some specific aspects 
of the overall objectives.

one of these first studies is a growth chamber test to 
determine the effects of various gas concentrations on 
survivability of annual bluegrass. First of all, we collected 
annual bluegrass turf samples from the field in early July and 

placed them in sealed mason jars. Next we introduced three 
concentrations of gas: 1) 5% oxygen 10% carbon dioxide, 2) 
0% oxygen 15% carbon dioxide and 3) air 21% oxygen and 
0.04% carbon dioxide.

Although the annual bluegrass was not acclimated for 
cold temperatures, we felt that this experiment would provide 
an opportunity to test our methodology to ensure that we 
would have the ‘bugs out’ prior to the initiation of the full 
blown study that would occur in late october. our biggest 
challenge was to be able to sample from jars that would stay 
completely sealed throughout the sampling period. In order 
to do this, lids on the jars were punched and two way valves 
were installed and sealed with silicon.

We then placed the annual bluegrass in the jars and then 
filled the jars with the various gases. They were then placed 

new reseArch showsthat Anoxia can develop Quickly

• Tru-Turf Rollers • Dakota Topdressers • Falcon Covered Spray Booms 

• SGM Topdressing Brushes • Wiedenmann Deep Tine Aerators • Bayco Golf • Foley Grinders • Lastec Mowers 

• Buffalo Turbine • Golf-Lift • AerWay • AgriMetal Vacuums & Blowers

Consider us part of your crew.

1.877.627.8468

martindeerline.com

17104-118 Ave. Edmonton

11184-42 St. Calgary

Official 

Golf 

Equipment 

Supplier

G O L F
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JiM RoSS
Prairie Turfgrass  
research Centre

in the growth chamber 
at 0.5oC in order to 
mimic late fall and 
early spring conditions 
under winter covers. At 
various intervals jars 
have been removed (or 
will be removed) and 
gas concentrations 
have been determined 
with a gas monitor.

So what have we found?

At the 15 day sampling period, the sample that was 
originally 5% o2/10% Co2 was already at 0% oxygen and 
14% carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide in the air filled jar 
had gone from 0% to 10.5% in that same period. However, 

by 30 days the air filled jars were at 0% oxygen and 18% 
carbon dioxide and there was that ‘smell of death’ that 
superintendents describe. The other two gas concentrations 
were similar.

When we grew the plants after being subjected to these 
gases everything recovered normally at the 15 day period, but 
by day 30 the plants that were subjected to a -6oC temperature 
did not survive.

Conclusions we can make from this preliminary test?
•	Under	 completely	 sealed	 conditions	 anoxia	 occurs	 very	

rapidly.
•	Ventilation	is	critical	for	survival	under	impermeable	winter	

covers or ice.
•	Regular	 introduction	of	air	under	the	covers	 is	critical	 for	

survival and the use of leaf blowers to maintain acceptable 
levels is probably valuable.

This information will be relevant to superintendents 
to determine a threshold when action needs to take place. 
Grasses were still alive when anoxia had already occurred…
we simply don’t know how much longer the plants will live. 
our previous research found that under ice cover annual 
bluegrass plants were dead at 75 days.

Stay tuned, this research will provide critical information 
for supers on how to overwinter their turf under impermeable 
winter covers.

new reseArch showsthat Anoxia can develop Quickly

Picture of ‘turf in the jar’ and the 
various fittings required to sample gas 
concentrations on a regular basis. This 
particular gas concentration was 0% 
oxygen and 15% carbon dioxide.

Continued on page 8
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ptRC hires turfgrass Research 
Scientist

The Prairie Turfgrass research Centre 
at olds College has recently hired 

Kathleen Dodson as the new research 
Scientist, Turfgrass as part of the recently announced $2.3 
million Natural Sciences and Engineering research Council 
(NSErC) grant awarded to the college. Kathleen (Katie), 
comes to olds with a long list of credentials that includes most 
recently being employed as the Senior Turfgrass research 
Scientist with Simplot – Jacklin Seed in the Spokane WA area.

PTrC research manager Jim ross stated, “We were 
very pleased with the quality of applications we received for 
the position.  It was a difficult selection process but Katie’s 
impressive educational background and experience really 
stood out.”

Katie’s education includes a degree from Dalhousie 
university, and a master’s degree from Washington State 
university. Currently she is completing her PhD at the 
university of Guelph and is in the final stages of her studies as 
she defends her thesis, ‘optimization of cultural practices to 
promote greater turf density in a pesticide-free environment 
for both sports fields and lawn-type turfgrass swards.’  Her 
research has been particularly topical for ontario as they have 
instituted a pesticide ban in recent years.

Dodson brings a somewhat unique perspective to 
turf research.  As the former Assistant Superintendent at 
mountain view Golf Club in Whitehorse, she learned first-
hand the challenges in maintaining high quality turf under 
extreme Canadian conditions and has been able to apply that 
experience to her research. Besides her ‘northern’ experience, 
Katie has nine years of experience as a golf course crew 
member. She mentions, ‘my experience has primarily been 
on golf courses, but my research has focused on seed 
production, home lawns and athletic fields.’ 

 Turf could well be part of Katie’s DNA as her father, Paul 
Dodson, is the well-respected, long-time superintendent 
at the Silver Springs Golf and Country Club in Calgary.  In 
addition, Katie’s Grandfather, Art, was a superintendent and 
she has two uncles and a brother who are supers.

one can only wonder what the holiday dinner 
conversations were like in the Dodson household! 

www.oakcreekgolf.com      Toll Free: (888) 773-7335 

Calgary, AB  
PH: 403-279-2907 

Edmonton AB 
PH: 780-469-2332 

 
 

ARE  YOU 
STUMPED?

STUMP GRINDING & 
ROOT PRUNING

• • Golf Courses • Parks
 Commercial & Residential 

780.831.9166
mcarrington@telus.net

Visit: mcarringtonandcompany.ca
Proud Member of CGSA, WCTA, PCGSA • 25 Years Experience

Servicing AB & BC
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I hope that all Alberta Golf Superintendents have enjoyed 
this beautiful summer and that your golf courses are in 

great shape as we start to think about preparing for winter.

The CGSA Board of Directors is preparing for 3 days 
of board meetings prior to the Fall Field Day in muskoka 
ontario. Because the board only meets twice a year in 
person these meetings are critical to deal with items such as 
setting budgets , determining award winners, and reviewing 
the association strategic plan to ensure CGSA continues to 
be essential, relevant and of value to all current and future 
golf course management professionals across the country.

During the past number of years the CGSA much like 
many golf clubs across the country, has felt the effects of a 
difficult economy. The association is very much focused on 
stabilizing the revenue streams from membership dues and 
the conference revenues. Also, the CGSA has dramatically 
reduced expenses over the past few years while continuing 
to focus on quality customer service for all members. The 

upcoming board meetings will be focused on the future 
financial sustainability of CGSA moving into the future.

Calgary Conference
The 2015 Canadian International Turfgrass Conference 

and Trade Show is being held in Calgary from February 
2nd-6th. The organizing committee is made up of numerous 
Alberta Golf Superintendents who have put together what 
looks like a terrific line up of speakers with very relevant 
topics. Check the CGSA website for the registration brochure. 
You will definitely want to mark this in your calendar and make 
sure to include this conference in your 2015 budget. This 
conference is going to provide a diverse range of professional 
development opportunities and will be a terrific opportunity 
for networking with peers from across the country. 

I would like to wish everyone a great fall and the best 
of luck with preparations for winter after a great golf season 
See you soon 

JAMeS BeeBe
CGSA Alberta Director
Priddis Greens G&CCcGsAreport
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Phil McDonald  •  Club Car Calgary       104-2926 Kingsview Blvd. S.E.  •  Calgary, AB T4A 0C9  •  1.800.828.6926  •  clubcar.comPhil McDonald • Club Car Calgary   104-2926 Kingsview Blvd. S.E. • Airdrie, AB T4A 0C9 • 1.800.828.6926 • clubcar.com
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The AGSA Championship was held at the Edmonton 
Petroleum Golf and Country Club designed by PGA tour 

professional mark mcCumber. A special thanks to Keith 
Blayney and the entire 
team at the Edmonton 
Petroleum Golf and 
Country Club. The 
golf course was in 
spectacular condition, 
the atmosphere and 
service was top notch 
with the food being 
fantastic. A great 
day was had by all 
attendees.

The event had a little different format than usual. The 
day started with golf followed by dinner and the AGSA 

meeting. There was a bit of rain to start the day but it cleared 
before we teed off providing favorable conditions for golf. 
Eighteen holes of golf were not enough to decide the low 
gross champion. There was a playoff needed between 
Conner Winslow and Justin Jones. Congratulations to 
Justin Jones for winning low gross and Terry Shinkewski 
for winning low net. Both winners receive a trip to the CGSA  
Fall Field Day in muskoka, oN.

our meeting commenced once everyone had supper. 
There were 60 members in attendance for the day. In 2014 we 
have about 10 more members than the previous year. James 
Beebe gave a CGSA update along with some encouragement 
for local support of the 2015 CGSA Conference in Calgary. 
Preparations are going well for the 2014 Property manager’s 
Conference in Canmore with the speaker lineup set at this 
point in time. The conference is a week later than normal 
this year starting November 30th and finishing December 

AGsA championship

Robin Sadler (L) presenting Keith 
Blayney (R) a plaque for hosting.

Pumptronics
Head Office

1-888-222-6676

Western Canada
Sales

403.360.5857

Western Canada
Service

1.877.666.6940

780.955.8906 | puddicombegolf.com

Looking To Improve your Course 
restoration and course improvements  

are our specialty

Looking To Improve your Course 
restoration and course improvements  

are our specialty

design • construction • renovations

UDDICOMBE GOLF
d e s i g n  &  c o n s t r u c t i o n

Puddicombe_AGSA-Feb2013-F.indd   1 2013-03-04   6:50 PM
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RoBin SADleR
SilverTip resort 

AGSA Director

2nd. The 2014 Challenge Cup was a huge success with 
things being finalized to return to Copper Point in 2015. our 
AGSA fall meeting is scheduled for Tuesday September 16th 
at the Ponoka Golf Club. It will be our third annual member 
/ guest tournament. We encourage everyone to invite a 
guest that is interested in becoming a member. The meeting 
wrapped up with a reminder to everyone that the Survey for 
Winter Damage is available to all members on the website in 
the member’s area. Please contact Barb in the AGSA office 
if you are unable to log into this area. We look forward to 
seeing everyone in Ponoka. 

resuLts
Skill prizes

Hole #2 long Putt Craig Spicer
Hole #4 KP from  

 off the green Albert Bissonnette
Hole #5 KP Wade Peckham
Hole #8 KP rJ Cloutier

Hole #11 Ball in Water Draw Dustin Zdan
Hole #13 KP Wade Peckham
Hole #15 KP Darryl maxwell
Hole #17 long Putt Stu leachman

low Gross Winners

L-R: Wade Bishop (81) Connor Winslow (78) Justin Jones (78) CJ Dahl (79)

low net Winners

L-R: Hugh Greene (73) Mike Johnson (73) Terry Shinkewski (73) Paul Dodson (74) 

Quality sod is no accident. 

1-800-267-7763  |  www.bossod.com 

“We are committed to providing the best quality sod for 
 your Golf Course or Athletic Facility!” 
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clint collier
Superintendent at  
picture Butte Golf & C.C.

Where were you born and 
raised?
Born in Edmonton and raised 
in the Edmonton area

Did you come from a big or small family?
Small 1 brother and 1 sister

Are you married with children?
Happily married for 18 years with a son (16) and  
daughter (12)

What made you decide on a career in turfgrass 
management and what do you think your career would be 
if you hadn’t become a superintendent?

I had no idea what I wanted to do after high school, my 
grandparents lived in lethbridge and were avid golfers so I 
sent my resume to a few courses in the area and was lucky 
enough to be hired at Picture Butte Golf Club by marcel 
Deneer (I’m sure my grandpa had a hand in that). The next 
year Darryl maxwell became the super and he must have 
seen something in me because he gave me a hard push 
to go to Fairview College. I thought about going into radio 
broadcasting because I have the face for it but glad I didn’t.

tell us about your career and educational paths and how 
long you have been at your current location?
I worked at Picture Butte Golf Club for 5 seasons before 
and during my time at Fairview College. The year after I 
graduated I became the Superintendent at Keho lake Golf 
Club which is a 9 hole course close to lethbridge. I was 
also the Assistant at Paradise Canyon Golf Club working 
with Kelly Thorsen for almost 2 years. In 1998 I was 
approached by Picture Butte Golf Club to become their 
Superintendent and I am now finishing my 17th year.

tell us about your golf course and what your biggest 
challenges are?
Picture Butte Golf Club is a 27 hole Semi-private club, we 
are celebrating our 50th Anniversary this year. Drainage 
and irrigation are our two biggest challenges. We are 
currently in the process of looking at redoing our irrigation 
system on the original 18 holes that was built in 1985. This 
year we had significant ice damage on some of our greens 
and that has been challenging for us. Normally we just 
wait for the next Chinook to blow through and it is never a 
problem.

Do you have any preferences for golf course equipment 
or fertilizers?
We are mainly John Deere in our shop for equipment. As 
far as fertilizer goes I don’t really have a preference and 
have used a lot of different types.

in your opinion how has the role of the Golf Course 
Superintendent changed the most since your start in the 
industry?

suPerintendentProfile

NEW-TECH TURF
P R O D U C T S  L T D .

Dave Whiting
President

Cell: 780-497-1327

Toll Free: 1-888-429-8873 Phone: (780) 440-6959
E-mail: newtech@telus.net

Box 41172 Edmonton, AB T6J 6M7

Fax: (780) 465-2223

E: jbaggs1@hotmail.comPhone: 403-463-8288

Let us revitalize your green areas!

Aeration
of any
size 

green
space.

Residential,
acreages,

businesses
& municipal

areas.
A Division of Lone Wolf Resources Ltd.
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It has definitely become more paperwork, and I can 
usually find something else to do until it piles up and has 
to be done. Social media also now plays a big role in the 
golf industry, I use it a lot to see what is working and not 
working for other supers and to inform our membership 
on what is going on for maintenance. (It is also a good way 
to check on potential employees). 

What advice would you give to an Assistant 
Superintendent regarding what it takes to be a 
successful Golf Course Superintendent?
Work hard and make an impact at your club, don’t be 
afraid of making mistakes because we have all made them. 
Treat your staff as you would like to be treated and have 
fun doing it. You are only going to please some of the 
people some of the time, and if you get to the point where 
you can please all of the people give me a call and let me 
know how you did it!

What is the most important event of the year for you and 
your club?
We host a four man scramble the first weekend in June 
every year that is a double shotgun with 80 teams or 320 
players. 

 What is your favorite travel destination?
Anywhere warm.

What is your favorite restaurant?
I don’t really have one I just like food

What golf course would you play if you had your choice?
All of them

What do you like to do away from the course?
I spend a lot of time coaching basketball in the winter and 
the family and I enjoy going out to the lake in the summer 
tubing and wake boarding.

Do you have any mentors?
my grandfather was the super at a nine hole course in 
raymond and taught me a lot of my work ethic, Darryl 
maxwell of the Derrick Club played a big role in my 
career choice and I still call on him today when I run into 
problems.

is there anything else you would like to add?
Don’t be afraid to stop and smell the roses – sometimes 
we can all get caught up in our jobs and courses. www.clarkssupply.com

Distributors of:

We supply high quality products  
in conjunction with expertise and  

exceptional service.

Clark’s Supply & Service Ltd.
124 Orchard Way, Strathmore, AB T1P 1R8
Phone 1-866-224-8873
or 403-901-0018

Check out our web site for all the lines we carry!
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Call Todd Creighton, Everything Concrete

403-830-5959
Referrals available.
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Another Challenge Cup has come and gone. This year’s 
event was the second year for the Challenge Cup at the 

Copper Point resort and Golf Club. A huge thank you goes 
out to mark lilley, Brian Schaal and their team at Copper 
Point Golf Club and Charmaine richter and her team at the 
Copper Point resort. We look forward to the continued 
relationship in future years.

I would like to thank my committee members for their 
tireless efforts in planning and organizing this tournament. 
Heath Koch, Dwayne Simpson, Paul Dodson, Terry 
Shinkewski, Jim Boomer and our Executive Director, Barb 
Alexander, thanks for a job well done. This event relies on 
the financial contributions of our sponsors to enable us to 

put on such a first class 
event. Please take the time 
to thank these sponsors 
when you next interact with 
them or seek them out if 
you have not utilized their 
services before. only with 
their continued support can 
we offer such a worthwhile 
event.

This year’s Horse race stumbled a bit out of the shoot 
as the field was a bit larger than anticipated. In the end, five 
races trotted off on the ridge course to battle it out for a bit 
of spending money. As for the tournament, the team from 
lynx ridge consisting of John Seymour, Chris Thompson, 
Tim Sawatzky and Shawn marjoram accumulated 172 
points to take first place overall. In the Sponsor Division, 
the team of Phil mcDonald, Art New, Thad Klassen and 
Greg Buchanan from Club Car/oakcreek came out on top 

chALLenGe cuP2014

Pesident’s Shoot Out

President’s Shoot Out Winners L-R  
Kelly Watkins, Dave Robbins, Ralph Watkins

#10,000 Hole in One Winner Dale 
Somerville from Windermere G & 
CC on Hole #7 - Ridge Course 
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with 160 points. Congratulations to randy 
Plomp from the Inglewood Golf & Curling 
Club on being the top superintendent with 
76 par points. All the results are available 
on the AGSA website.

As you prepare your budgets for 
the 2015 season, remember to allocate 
some funds for this event. If you have not 
participated before, take this opportunity 
to discuss the possibility with your 
management team. For doing a little 
bonding and getting away from the hectic 
life at your course this is a great way to 
accomplish both. If you have questions 
or concerns with the Challenge Cup event 
I can be reached by email at kblayney@
epgcc.ab.ca or you may contact Barb at 
agsa@shaw.ca 

keith BlAyney, AGS

Challenge Cup  
Chairman

Winners - Lynx Ridge: L-R Shawn Marjoram, John Seymour, Chris Thompson and Tim Sawatzky

Sponsor Division Winners: L-R Art New, Phil McDonald, Thad Klassen, Greg Buchanan

Individual Winners: L-R  Superintendent Randy Plomp, Manager Bruce Johnson,  
Sponsor Greg Buchanan, Professional Josh Gardner 
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I’m a golf course superintendent. I wake up before the 
birds. I am fueled on caffeine, sugar, and adrenaline. I have 

the worst farmer’s tan you’ve ever seen. I grind my teeth 
when I see a cart parked too close to a green. I don’t punch 
a clock so I never know when my day will end. I bite my 
tongue when I am regularly assaulted about green speed. 
most people think all I do is drive around all day on a cart. I 
know the golf course better than the most-tenured member. 
I am a motivator, a scientist, a counselor, a disciplinarian, a 
politician, and a psychologist—sometimes all at the same 
time. I race the setting sun on my way home. And I wake up 
and do it again the next day.

I’m a superintendent and I love my job. But there’s a 
hidden cost to this business, and it’s not something you 
learn in turf school. It’s something you learn once you get 
out here and realize this isn’t just a job, it’s a way of life. 
You must be committed to what you’re doing, and you 
must believe in yourself and get your staff to believe in 
you. You must be the hardest working guy on staff, and 
lead by example. You have to love the course like it’s your 
own property—but it’s NoT your property, it belongs to the 
members and you must never forget that.

At michigan State university, I learned all about soil 
profiles, turfgrass physiology, pesticide applications, and 
just about every aspect of golf course management with the 

exception of one glaring omission: balancing one’s life with 
“the job.”

At times I feel like my standards are higher than the 
expectations of my membership, and most certainly my 
budget. It’s tough to reconcile the difference sometimes. If 
I want something done outside my budgetary constraints, 
I end up doing it myself on my own time. It’s a curse to 
pursue this level of perfectionism, but it drives me almost as 
certainly as it does for many of my peers. I love hard work, 
getting dirty, and going home with the scars to prove it. I 
love seeing the finished product. I like being proactive, not 
reactive. It becomes an addiction over time.

But this level of commitment to the job comes with a 
high cost. I have missed birthday celebrations, weekend 
trips up north, weddings, barbecues, and sporting events 
because the course called to me louder than my family. 
other times I came home so tired, I was virtually useless 
around the house. This loss of balance catches up to you 
over time, wears on you, wears harder on those around you, 
and eventually it forces you to take notice that somethings 
missing.

the cost ofbeing super

Find your balance.

If dad won’t leave the golf course, then sometimes the kids come to dad.
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A couple weeks ago, a phrase popped into my head and 
has stuck with me ever since: “Don’t blame the job for your 
own personal shortcomings. It all comes down to personal 
choices and making time for the things that really matter.”

Do I really need to be here 15 hours a day, essentially 
watching the grass grow at times? I have two young 
daughters at home, and they need their father more than the 
golf course at 6Pm on a Sunday. There is only so much I can 
do out here, anyway. I am not Superman. I have limitations, 
both physical and mental. I am no good to anyone worn 
down, tired, and mentally fatigued.

my advice, if you find yourself nodding your head at 
this point, is to find a way to balance your life. make it work. 
Find the time, and make the time. Commit to a life outside 
of the golf course. Find a hobby, and one that both you 
and your family can all enjoy. The course will still be there 
tomorrow, and young kids grow like weeds. Blink and you’ll 
find yourself scratching your head wondering where all that 
time went.

I’m certainly not advocating for you to abandon your 
responsibilities at work, rather to encourage you to examine 
how you choose to budget your time. They don’t teach you 
this stuff in school. It’s all right to have lofty goals, and to 
continue that endless pursuit of perfection, but every man 
must know his limits. 

Sometimes there is a cost for trying to be too super. Are 
you willing to pay that high of a price?  

BRIEF DISCLAIMER: This is an attempt to humanize the 
guy working largely behind the scenes at a golf course. 
Sometimes vilified, and at other times glorified, he is just 
a guy doing what he loves each and every day. This article 
should by no means be taken as an indictment over working 
conditions, club politics, or course maintenance standards 
and practices.

ADAM GARR 
Superintendent

Plum Hollow Country Club
Southfield, mI
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In the winter of 2012-
2013, I had the 

opportunity to travel to 
Fuzhou, China to help a 

group set up the maintenance 
department for a new golf 

course under construction. In 
this article, I will touch on my 

adventure and the amazing time I 
had in the great country of China. 

In 2012, I was approached by a member of the Canmore 
Golf and Curling Club who asked me to help him understand 
and gather information about the maintenance of a golf 
course. It started with some short meetings discussing 
equipment, staffing, irrigation, the maintenance shop and 
fertility. I provided him with some general information, 
thinking that this was all that he wanted. In July, we had 
another meeting and he asked if I would be interested in 
travelling to China for three months to assist the group 
on the ground in Fuzhou. Having a young family, it was a 

discussion I had to have with my wife Terri. She was on 
board with the decision and very supportive! 

Preparation for the trip started immediately. I began 
applying for a visa, working out my flight details and 
receiving numerous shots. After the Board of Directors at 
Canmore approved the time off on November 20, and the 
fear of the unknown had set in, I was off to China. 

I didn’t arrive in China until 24 hours later when my 
plane landed in Fuzhou at 12:30 am, local time. Fuzhou is 
the capital of China’s Fujian province and one of the largest 
cities in the area. Its population is 7 million people. As I 
walked into the arrivals area in the Fuzhou airport, my 
translator and driver was waiting for me and I headed to a 
downtown hotel for a well-deserved sleep. 

The next morning, I was picked up and shuttled to the 
golf course, the place I would call home for the next 30 
days, until Christmas. I arrived at the office to meet all the 
people I would be working with and was able to experience, 
for the first time, the use of my translator. If you have ever 

ReiD SoloDAn, AGS

Superintendent  
Canmore Golf & Country ClubAdventureto china

Water Feature at Fuzhou
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had the experience of working with a translator, you know 
these 90 days were going to be interesting. The job of my 
translator was to follow me wherever I would go to talk 
with contractors and to change documents from Chinese to 
English and vice versa. 

I got to tour the golf course and see what type of property 
it was. The course is spread out over a valley bottom, with 
five holes crawling up a large hill. There was an existing golf 
course on the property, which was only in the valley bottom. 
After it was purchased, it was expanded to include more of 
the property. When the golf course was built, they trucked 
sand in from the min river, which is the largest river in the 
Fujian Province and is a major water transport channel. 

There was lots of evidence of the sand being trucked in from 
the numerous shells on the property. 

The golf course was about 
80 per cent done with the 
majority of the Platinum TE 
Paspalum sprigged and starting 
to fill in. I had never had the 
opportunity to see this type of 
grass before, but it is a very 
prolific species that can grow 
very fast in optimum conditions 
and is used in all areas of the 
golf course, including greens. 

Continued on page 20

Fuzhou Golf Club Fuzhou Golf Club

Irrigation Source at Fuzhou

Platinum Paspalum TE
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Shelby Fischer

The golf course had an extensive drainage system, as the 
Fuzhou area is prone to monsoons in the second half of may 
and liable to typhoons in late summer and early autumn. The 
entire drainage system was connected with a large pipe that 
was as big as 4 feet in diameter. 

one of the most interesting tasks we had to do was sit 
in a meeting with the two main distributors in China, Toro 
and John Deere, to negotiate the purchase of equipment. 
The hardest part was getting the translator to understand the 
turf talk, like reel, bed knife, backlapping and reel grinding, 
to name a few. The two companies put forward a great 
PowerPoint presentation and taught the management group 
a lot about their equipment. 

During my stay, I had the opportunity to travel to 
Southern China and tour some golf courses, talk with the 
superintendents and look at their shops and equipment. We 

flew from Fuzhou to Shenzhen where we were picked up by the sales manager for 
Toro who would be our tour guide for the next few days. one of the things I noticed 
during the trip was the endless toll gates in China; during our drive we went through 
50 of them! 

The first night was very 
interesting; we went out for dinner 
and it was quite the adventure. As 
we parked in front of the restaurant, I 
thought we are going to go in, but the 
group directed me to the back alley, 
where there was a large market with 
vendors selling live, fresh seafood. 
As we approached each vendor, the 
group started to negotiate the price 
of each piece of food and it was 
weighed, put into a bag and then into 

Continued from page 19

Manmade Brooms Manmade Bailing Bucket

Drain Lines
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Heshan Golf Course in Dongguan, Guangdong, China

our shopping cart. As we collected our seafood, we went 
to the back of the restaurant where a waitress was waiting 
with a large bowl to put our purchased items in. We then 
proceeded to a private room where they went through our 
food and we were asked how we wanted each piece cooked. 
As the food arrived, along with a couple bottles of Chinese 
wine, we dined on the night’s catch. The experience was 
very unique and the taste was amazing. 

Visiting the properties
The first stop was the long Island Golf Club in lotus 

Hill, Changan Town, Dongguan, a 36-hole facility with full 
resort amenities, including 18 holes lit for 24-hour golfing. 
The course was designed by JmP Golf Design. The course 
had 75 maintenance staff and 300 caddies. 

The second stop was the Zhuhai Golden Gulf Golf Club, 
located in Jinwan Zhuhai, China. The equipment used on the 
course is 90 per cent Jacobsen and 10 per cent Toro. The 
course has 54 staff and seven mechanics. 

Fixing washouts – Fuzhou Heshan GC Toro FW Mower

Continued on page 22
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Lion Lake Driving Range

The next golf course I visited was the Heshan Golf Course in Dongguan, 
Guangdong, China, an immaculate property designed by Jack Nicklaus. The course 
was wall-to-wall Platinum Paspalum TE and used 100 per cent Toro equipment. The 
golf course was not open yet, but was maintained flawlessly. It made me wish I had 
brought my clubs. 

The last stop on our tour was 
the lion lake Golf Club in Qing 
Yuan Guangdong, home to the young 
Chinese golfer Guan Tianlang. The 
course has 36 holes and is operated 
by Troon Golf. The clubhouse and range 
facility were phenomenal and included 
private upper suites for hitting golf balls 
and full service of an extensive menu. The 
course used 100 per cent John Deere 
equipment with 64 maintenance staff. 

We also had an opportunity to tour the Toro Distributor in Hangzhou 
Gardens, China. 

one of the most unique things I got to experience in 
China was Chinese New Year. During the Chinese holiday, all 
the people go back to their home towns and take two weeks 
off. As I only had two entries on my visa into China, I had to 
hang out over the two weeks while everyone left the property 
to go home. It was a lonely time as I was the only one on 
the property. my task was to tour the course and report any 
issues when everyone returned to work. 

I have never heard or seen as many fireworks as I did on 
February 10; it was constant. In ancient China, bamboo stems 
were filled with gunpowder that was burnt to create small 
explosions to drive away evil spirits. Firecrackers are usually 
strung on a long, fused string so it can be hung down. once 
ignited, the firecracker lets out a loud popping noise. As they 
are usually strung together by the hundreds, the firecrackers 
are known for their deafening explosions that are thought 
to scare away evil spirits. The burning of firecrackers also 
signifies a joyful time of year and has become an important 
aspect of Chinese New Year celebrations. 

During my three months in China, I met some amazing 
people and saw a different culture. It will not be an 
experience I will forget. The people that I met were genuine 
and welcoming. If you ever get a chance to travel to China, 
I would recommend it. 

Lake Golf Club in Qing Yuan Guangdong

Continued from page 21





For more information on our premium granular and foliar fertilizers, seed, 
pest control products and more contact your Direct Solutions representative:

www.aatdirectsolutions.com


